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Logging in to the new SNV Connect solution

Choosing the university

Go to [https://connect.snv.ch/edu-id](https://connect.snv.ch/edu-id)

- Click the «SWITCH edu-ID» Button
- Enter your SWITCH edu-ID login information.
- Select your university, even if only one is shown.
- Click «Continue» to accept the terms and conditions.
Searching in the new SNV Connect solution

Searching for standards:

- Use the search bar at the top:
  - You can either enter a standard reference (e.g. SN EN ISO 9001) or a title (e.g. Quality Management).
  - Switch to «Full text» to search the contents of the standards.

- Narrow your search results with the filter function:
  1. Open the search menu.
  2. Use one or more filter options.
  3. Narrow the results by filtering for keywords within the search results.
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Searching for standards:

- Leave the search field empty to filter the entire database by different parameters.

- Use «ICS topics» to search for standards based on the International Classification for Standardization.
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Using the new SNV Connect solution

To access standards:

- Simply click the «Open» button in the search result.
- Use the «More options» button to add a standard to your favourites list or to turn on notifications so you will be informed of any changes to the standard.
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Using standards:
• Use different options to navigate in the document.
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Downloading and printing:
• The «Download» and «Print» buttons are located in the menu at the top right.